In this paper, we propose the novel robot motion planning model based on the visual navigation and fuzzy control. A robot operating system can be viewed as the mechanical energy converter from the joint space to the global operation space, and the flexibility of the robot system reflects the global transformation ability of the whole system. Fuzzy control technology is a kind of fuzzy science, artificial intelligence, knowledge engineering and other disciplines interdisciplinary fields, the theory of strong science and technology, to achieve this fuzzy control technology theory, known as the fuzzy control theory. Besides this, this paper integrates the visual navigation system to construct the better robust methodology which is meaningful.
Introduction
The kinematics of the robot is an important research content of robot kinematics. A robot operating system can be viewed as a mechanical energy converter from the joint space to the global operation space, and the flexibility of the robot system reflects the global transformation ability of the whole system. According to the literature review, the organization of the robot can be summarized as listed.
1) The data wireless communication system realizes the two-way data exchange between the remote control computer and the robot. Wireless data transceiver module based on nRF401 wireless communications microcontroller PTR2000 micro-small, low-power processor. The transmitting end level transformation module and the PTR2000 module power source is the ordinary dry battery, because the switching power supply can cause the additive device and the transmission range attenuation is in the receiving end PTR2000 (2) module to be in the receive pattern. After receives the signal, the PTR2000 (2) module through DO pin and the signal introduction monolithic integrated circuit SPCE061A IOB7. 2) Image wireless transmission system and general stereo video display design, image wireless transmission system is an important module in the remote control system, providing reliable visual information for the operator.
In our research, we focus more on the fuzzy control and the visual navigation. However, most of the existing research results do not take into account the inherent knowledge structure of the fuzzy logic system network to give the system itself. However, such a process actually ignores the two main shortcomings of neural networks: First, the system finally, the lack of knowledge of the structure of the system to understand the system to bring some difficulties; Second, if there is not enough input and output data, these networks simply cannot work before the training that creates the fuzzy control rule and the revision rule according to the study algorithm at in the learning experience foundation, is hot spot which the recent several years research directs. Among them, because the neural network has from the study, and from the organization, from the adjustment and the auto-adapted ability, widely applies in the fuzzy rule automatic production. As for considering the visual navigation paradigm, we can propose the listed ideas based on the literature review. The common target tracking model has a variety of defects: (1) detecting and tracking, which is the first detection of each frame image on the target, then the target will be two frames before and after the match, to achieve the goal of tracking, the defect does not depend on the prior knowledge of target motion information obtained directly from the image sequence the track, so there is no full use of tracking information. (2) track before detect, depending on the model or the prior knowledge, matching operation or solving a posteriori probability in image sequence, using the matching operation, if the similarity distance is most close to that track the target; solving posterior probability to choose the maximum of posteriori probability corresponding to state vector as the current state of moving target defects: the motion characteristics and movement rules to predict target.
To deal with the mentioned drawbacks, this paper proposes the new robot motion planning model based on the visual navigation and fuzzy control. In the following figure one, we firstly illustrate the robot motion planning and path scheduling methods. 
The Proposed Methodology and Perspective
The Fuzzy Control Principles. Fuzzy control technology is a kind of the fuzzy science, artificial intelligence, knowledge engineering and other disciplines interdisciplinary fields, the theory of strong science and technology, to achieve this fuzzy control technology theory, known as the fuzzy control theory. It is well known that neural networks can be used to model non-linear functions without any a priori knowledge, but if the modeler has some knowledge of the modeled function or device, it is of course desirable that the modeling process be as Using this knowledge, the NNFNN is well suited for this purpose, since it is possible to construct a NFN network that embodies this knowledge by giving a language description of a function rule item, through which the structure can be greatly reduce the required learning workload. In the figure two, we demonstrate the principles. Control processing process including below some contents: Will infer the specific regular result, produces fuzzy control action well finally to transform clear value .NFN plan another characteristic will be the fuzzy control action membership function may obtain the restoration from the network.
The Visual Navigation. Using the computer vision understanding path environment always is an extremely active topic must understand the path environment, first must locate in the path accurately the obstacle. But under structurized road environment, barrier owner if vehicles. Distinguishes the path white line, locates in the path image the vehicles obstacle that is realizes the intelligent vehicle automatic navigation and assistance navigation foundation. So far, self-motion estimation methods based on image sequence can be divided into two types: nonlinear optimization algorithm based on image sequence feature matching and filtering algorithm based on scene feature modeling. 1) Feature extraction and matching of the image sequences collected by the camera, and then estimate the self-motion of the camera. These methods usually use nonlinear optimization and its corresponding optimization method to get the optimal estimation results of the navigation parameters. However, due to the non-convexity of the optimization problem, it is difficult to guarantee the convergence of the optimization results. 2) Through directs the human camera from the movement and so on other apriori knowledge establishment filter that reduces the navigation parameter indefinite scope and increases the navigation parameter estimation precision.
Feature-based tracking is mainly based on the human visual motion perception model to analyze. Color-based tracking, because the color characteristics of the object is the most significant features of the most intuitive, but the color affected by light; shape-based tracking, because the geometry of the object is the basic intrinsic characteristics of the object can be derived using the object Other features, such as the object boundaries, contours, etc., the method for the rigid object tracking effect is very effective. Based on the texture characteristic target tracking, the texture is the goal character of the surface, obtains the good effect in the near target tracking, but receives covers, light effect based on the light flow field target tracking is long according to a displacement vector density, this vector has defined some region each picture element translation, obtains the good result in the velocity of the movement not big situation that obtains from above analysis, the single characteristic flaw caused to express the goal question with difficulty under the complex background. Some scholars have studied the multi-characteristic fusion target tracking algorithm, uses the separate wavelet transformation and the color, the spatial information carries on the movement goal examination and the track. As shown in the figure 3, the demonstration is illustrated. Figure 3 . The Visual Navigation Sample Illustration.
The Robot Control Paradigm. The PID controller has a simple structure and does not consider the dynamic characteristics of the robot, and does not rely on the inertia structure of the system dynamics matrix. It only needs to feed back the feedback according to the deviation of the actual trajectory and the expected trajectory, which is called PID control or the PD control. Because the PID controller neglects the influence of the nonlinear factors in the system, it is a linear controller, this method has two shortcomings: one is unable to achieve high precision tracking control, and difficult to ensure controlled robot has good dynamic and static quality while second, because of the nonlinear characteristics of space robots, the need for greater control of energy. As the space robot system has a complex structure, in a special space environment and uncertain conditions, the specific parameters are usually difficult to accurately obtain. Space robot needs to meet the high precision trajectory tracking control, so the designed controller must have adaptive ability, when the environment or its working state change, the system parameters will also change, at this time the controller should be able to adapt to change or without being affected by it to maintain a better control effect. The neural network adaptive control has the good study characteristic, but has the problem: When the controlled object changes, the adaptive control needs recognizes or approaches the system model through the study and the adjustment control rule, the realization quite is complex. This control method regarding when invariable or the slow time-variable accusation object can obtain the good control effect, but is even helpless regarding the quick time-variable mutant accusation object, even causes the controller to expire and stable destruction. Therefore, how with other control method union, makes up the neural network dynamic characteristic insufficiency, also is the key point which the current scholar studies.
The Robot Motion Planning Model. Which is caused by various unknown disturbance factors, resulting in the robot sliding, positioning is not accurate and so on. For external interference the single sensor output information is likely to cause the output state information error and loss, which makes the robot control cannot be accurate and effective. Through to the acceleration instrument and the position transducer output information data fusion that carries on the real-time estimate to the robot speed, and carries on the effective control to its path and that realizes two turn self-regulation robot balanced movement by the accelerometer and the gyroscope information fusion establishment based on the T-S fuzzy model fuzzy controller as shown in the formula 4. 
Just above the center of gravity when the entire system is located at the contact point, the spherical robot motionless. To make the spherical robot, according to the motion parameters, 4 motor starting systems through screw transmission make linear stepper motor movement on the screw rod, the radial position change of linear stepper motor in the screw. To change the location of the center of gravity, this system with gravity and sphere support form a couple, the couple will drive the ball shell rolling on a plane. While the translation rolling built-in stable platform with the robot, to maintain a stable posture. By controlling the 4 linear stepper motor speed and steering. The spherical robot can realize omnidirectional rolling and the robot can reach the desired position.
Conclusion
In this paper, we propose the novel robot motion planning model based on the visual navigation and fuzzy control. In our research we focus more on the fuzzy control and the visual navigation. However, most of the existing research results do not take into account the inherent knowledge structure of the fuzzy logic system network to give the system itself. As the space robot system has a complex structure, in a special space environment and uncertain conditions, the specific parameters are usually difficult to accurately obtain. Space robot needs to meet the high precision trajectory tracking control, so the designed controller must have adaptive ability. We propose the new idea of making the system more robust, in the future we will conduct experiment to verify the performance.
